Whole slide imaging in pathology: what is holding us back?
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Despite all the advances and improvements discussed in the article by Pantanowitz et al in this journal, the clinical adoption of whole slide imaging (WSI) for primary diagnostics has only shown limited penetration outside the USA, while practitioners in the USA await US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval to use WSI for primary diagnostics. Areas with shortages of pathologists or where subspecialty expertise are not available have seen adoption for use in frozen section diagnostic support in neuropathology as well as other subspecialized disciplines. More recently, international consultation between countries with smaller numbers of pathologist or subspecialist access have been using telepathology WSI for consultations in the USA, Canada, or Europe. In Sweden, more widespread adoption of WSI for primary diagnostics has occurred, but even there, pathologists still use a mix of WSI and microscopes for primary diagnostics. Why, despite all the advances described in the accompanying article, has WSI not taken pathology by storm like digital radiology and picture archiving and communication system (PACS) took radiology by storm years ago. Where have we fallen short and why has there been slow adoption of WSI beyond the research and education venues, where it has been much more broadly adopted. Perhaps because the use cases in research and education have such a strong return on investment (ROI), they have been much better targets for early adoption of WSI.

It has been more than 10 years since the first rapid high speed scanners for WSI came onto the market. While these high speed scanners have improved and new approaches to WSI have evolved, today’s scanners provide high spatial and color fidelity in the X-Y plane but they still cannot recapitulate all the functions of a standard clinical microscope. Today’s scanners cannot perform a Z-axis across an entire slide rapidly. While some scanners are capable of a Z-stack scan, these scanners acquire the Z-stack by making multiple individual scans at different focal planes, a very time consuming process that makes them impractical for widespread use of a Z-stack in today’s high volume clinical labs. How important are multiple focal planes? Without a side by side study it is impossible to say, but consider the types of uses and frequency that we use the Z-axis on our microscopes. Without multiple focal planes, accurately assessing mitotic figures are only accurate to 80%–85% as described in the accompanying article and this point was further demonstrated in a software competition where image scientists were asked to create algorithms that could detect mitoses and the best the advanced image processing software were able to achieve was a similar 80%–85% accuracy compared to manually annotated slides using an analog microscope. Multiple focal
planes are widely used beyond mitoses counting and are frequently used in evaluation of micro-organisms, evaluation of nuclear chromatin texture, and nuclear contour irregularities in both surgical pathology and cytopathology. In cytopathology, no one would imagine practicing cytopathology without a Z-axis to analyze the three dimensional contours of cells and tissue fragments. In short, we use the Z-axis in many clinical scenarios, yet none of today’s scanners are able to capture this multifocal plane data rapidly and reliably. As described in the accompanying article, new advances in WSI have been recently described which hold promise for rapidly capturing a WSI with a full Z-axis, however, until this technology becomes widely available, practitioners of WSI will be significantly limited without an important functional tool that is routinely available on their analog microscope.

While great progress has been made in areas of image acquisition, with current scan times routinely approaching 60 seconds for a WSI image, the clinical sign-out process using WSI still takes longer than using a microscope. Randell et al demonstrated that digital pathology in its current form and with current viewing software and monitors is 60% slower on average than a microscope. They examined multiple tasks a pathologist routinely performs, such as making a diagnosis, deciding if a lymph node has metastatic tumor in it, finding rare events on a slide (micro-organism or isolated tumor cells), navigate to a specific area of a slide, and attempt a diagnosis on a challenging case. All five of these commonly performed tasks we do every day with our analog microscope was slower using current WSI technology. Two other microscope tasks (making a measurement on a slide and scoring a tissue microarray) measured were roughly equivalent. They went on to show the complexity of our diagnostic process. They demonstrated that we frequently multitask while looking at slides in our diagnostic sessions. We navigate paper requisitions, create reports, fill out synoptic summaries, annotate slides with pens, and search for additional clinical or radiologic data to help us understand the tissue process we are evaluating. They went on to show that with a proper user interface design for slide viewing, digital pathology could be brought on par with the speed of an analog microscope. But is on par fast enough or do we want a system that is faster and more efficient than today’s analog microscope? At a time of diminishing revenue and greater demands, pathologists will be asked to do more without commensurate increases in staffing. Systems and tools that allow enhanced capability will be needed but are not currently available in today’s market.

Many of the software tools described in the accompanying article are widely used for multiple functions, such as scoring in breast cancer (estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor, and Her2) and quantitating proliferating cells (Ki67). These quantitative immunohistochemical scoring algorithms have proven to be very useful and have been widely implemented across community, academic, and commercial pathology practices. However, in the grand scale of all the work we do in pathology, quantitative scoring of immunohistochemistry represents a very small percentage of our total work effort. What is lacking are new image analytic tools and paradigms to adopt and deploy these tools to enable and enhance how pathologists perform their work on a routine daily basis. Several groups have been experimenting with content based image retrieval systems and several large companies including Google, Microsoft, and IBM have active programs in image query, but none of these have found their way into routine pathology workflow. Several investigators have demonstrated promising capability of advanced image analytics, including the ability to predict biologic behavior of tumors in areas of breast pathology, oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma, and prostate carcinoma. Several groups have begun to explore and implement algorithms using deep learning methods with very promising results in the areas of tumor segmentation, mitoses detection, and tumor aggressivity. This scholarly work points to a very exciting future for new paradigms and practice capabilities. However, these algorithms are still in our research laboratories in development and need further validation against larger cohorts linked to long-term clinical outcomes before they will be accepted for routine clinical use.

WSI has found widespread adoption in the pharmaceutical industry as it has allowed companies to speed up the toxico logic analysis of the preclinical phase of drug discovery. It has accomplished this by marrying WSI slides with associated digital metadata captured from the slides with biorepository and Clinical Trials laboratory information management systems. These systems then allow distribution of material to networks of geographically dispersed pathologist or replace the pathologist through automation of scoring previously done manually and now facilitated by advanced image processing algorithms. These image analytic tools allow veterinary pathologists to more quickly review and score cases for many features including fibrosis, steatosis, necrosis, apoptosis, or enumerate quantitative immunohistochemistry. Speed is valuable in the pharmaceutical industry and any innovation that compresses time in the drug pipeline and helps to identify drugs which can move past the preclinical toxicity
stage or cannot move past the preclinical stage has a very positive ROI.

Similar to pharmacology, medical schools, veterinary schools, and dental schools have seen widespread adoption of WSI in teaching histology and pathology to their students because of the tight linkage to a positive ROI and ease of use of WSI for teaching compared to analog microscopes. Schools no longer need to manage and maintain hundreds of microscopes and glass slide collections (eliminating slide breakage or issues of uneven slide quality), and students are no longer tethered to the microscopy lab at their school of medicine for study. Today students study in groups across multiple spaces at convenient times using WSI systems housed at their school or set up in the cloud. The initial cost of these systems is less than the cost of outfitting a school with microscopes for all their students, and student adoption and engagement using WSI has been widely accepted and appreciated by students.19–21

The business case for WSI in clinical practice has been a much more challenging process. Since existing WSI systems do not make the pathologist any faster, the ROI on these systems has been difficult to justify. Adoption has been focused on health care systems or countries with “geographic use” cases where the health system does not have access to an individual pathologist or a subspecialist pathologist in a geographically diverse region.1,2,22–24 The business case for WSI adoption for primary diagnostics is still evolving and despite publications which suggest a large positive ROI, no health system in the USA or Europe has seen this ROI.25 The innovations that are occurring in WSI scanners, image analytics, and user interface design need to be accompanied by health system business innovation that creatively thinks about how diagnostic medicine is practiced today and how it may be practiced in the future.

The future of digital pathology is bright but it must be thought about as a total system (from specimen through grossing to slide creation, scanning, review, and reporting) with each component playing a vital role in the process. We are gradually reaching a critical mass and critical functions in many of these areas of the process. With each step in the process providing opportunities for innovation, our pathology process will undoubtedly change and migrate to a full digital workflow but several of the hurdles defined in this editorial need to be tackled before that becomes a reality.
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